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I. Why a whole new MOOC?
Our capstone project investigated how we could improve student engagement and learning
in massively open online courses (MOOCs), based on student’s personal learning goals. This
paper summarizes the research we conducted to learn about issues with MOOCs, as well as
our iterative design process that we used to develop a better course experience.
What is special about MOOCs
MOOCs and other self-directed learning platforms are touted as innovative alternatives to
traditional education environments, with policymakers and developers pushing resources to
these sites in hopes of bending the college tuition cost curve and serving a broader student
population. Baggaley (2013) refers to the hype surrounding MOOCs as the “gee-whiz” effect of
“uncritical hype that accompanies new technologies” (p. 369).
However, MOOC completion rates are extremely low, even among students who start their
courses, and the drop-out rate based on sign ups is even higher. According to Perna et al.
(2013), only 2 to 14 percent of the one million MOOC users that they investigated completed
their courses, depending on the course. MOOCs and other online learning platforms are a
relatively recent phenomenon growing in popularity. As more courses are being offered, the
time is ripe to improve upon existing interfaces and pedagogical models so that instructors
can offer the best course experiences.
In summary, we want to show course developers and educators how design changes can
improve students’ learning—without needing to extensively change course curriculums.
How the UCD process can help improve MOOCs
The issues surrounding self-directed learning platforms are well suited to exploration with a
human-centered design approach because this approach is intended to help us gain a deep
understanding of user needs. This understanding is key to developing a system that will
better serve students.
Learning systems like MOOCs are trying to satisfy the needs of thousands of students simultaneously, yet the systems are generally quite limited in their support of these needs, forcing
students to create their own workarounds using forums and study groups or to drop out of
courses once they become unmanageable. Our literature review and in-depth qualitative
interviews of students and instructors helped us identify unmet needs and issues in existing
courses that were not addressed by MOOC platforms.
What we did
We started the user-centered design process by conducting both secondary and primary
research. For our first research task, we reviewed articles about MOOCs, online learning, and
persuasive technology. We drew from these articles to identify key issues with MOOCs and
catalog the best ideas for innovation with online learning. For our second research task we
interviewed four MOOC instructors and four students who had taken MOOCs to generate
more detailed feedback about their experiences with self-directed, online learning, as well as
their goals and hopes for online learning.
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After conducting our research, we moved on to ideation and prototyping. We developed
several low fidelity prototypes based on design recommendations that we generated from
our user research, from individual sketches, to group sketches, to wireframes. Along the way
we received insightful feedback from HCDE professors, as well as from HCDE students who
had taken MOOCs. We used these insights guide the prototyping of a course interface that
would help students get the most out of their MOOC.
For our final deliverable, we created a functional, web-based prototype (http://mooc.juliecampbell.com) that addresses key issues with online learning and improves upon existing
learning systems. The interactive prototype demonstrates how a MOOC could implement
features that are desired by students and instructors, as well as how additional interactivity
can easily be incorporated into key elements like the video lectures and quizzes.

II. Literature Review
We conducted a literature review as the first step of our design process. The literature review
was key to developing foundational knowledge about massively open online courses that
guided the rest of this project. Our goal for the literature review was to identify issues with
current MOOCs and discover potential solutions to these issues. We read 92 articles, primarily
from education and computer science journals; ultimately, we used 34 articles for the review.
The full literature review (located in Appendix A) focused more broadly on the background of
MOOCs and covered a wider variety of issues. The portion of the literature review presented
here focuses primarily on student and instructor experiences with MOOCs .
Introduction to MOOCs
Though MOOCs are a relatively new buzzword, their conceptual roots have existed for
decades. MOOCs can be seen as the next stage of the Open Education movement, which
advocated for greater transparency among educators by encouraging them to share and
evaluate each other’s tools, resources, and knowledge in an effort to improve student learning
(Iiyoshi and Kumar, 2008).
There are currently two types of MOOCs: cMOOCs and xMOOCs. cMOOCs (connectivity
MOOCs) were the first MOOCs and originate from George Siemens’s vision of “learning
socially, inspiring creativity, and believing that knowledge exists in the collective minds of the
students. Rather than assessable content, teachers “provide students with content designed
to encourage discussion and debate” (Kay, Reimann, Diebold, and Kummerfeld, 2013, p. 70).
xMOOCs, which are patterned after Sebastian Thrun’s pioneering MOOC on artificial intelligence, are distributed through university-sponsored platforms and are modeled on traditional course materials and curriculums. Our project focuses on xMOOCs as the default MOOC
model that we are seeking to improve upon as they are the most common type of MOOCs,
and one that universities and MOOC platforms are monetizing and piloting as an alternative
to the traditional classroom experience.
The Problem Space
Discussion about MOOCs tends to center on their profitability and potential to disrupt educaPage 3
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tion by democratizing access to higher education. Given that xMOOCs have been around
for only three years, little is known about long-term effects of student learning from MOOCs
compared to learning in traditional classrooms (Koller, Eng, Do and Chen, 2013). The initial
pilot at San Jose State, where students were randomly assigned to take either a MOOC or
a traditional classroom section of an introductory math course, found that fewer than 25
percent of MOOC students passed the course, compared to the majority of the students
attending class in person (Lewin, 2013).
Current design limitations in existing MOOCs may partially be attributed to the fact that
instructors are paid little to actually develop the MOOCs that they teach. Universities pay
most of the funds dedicated to MOOCs to administrators and in-house technology staff to
record, host, and distribute the courses (Baggaley, 2013). Given the lack of financial incentive
for instructors to innovate pedagogically, the MOOCs offered on most platforms are typically
“record the lecture”-style classes with the addition of online discussion boards (Lucas, 2013;
Waldorp, 2013). Teaching assistants are primarily responsible for responding to students on
discussion boards, rather than faculty members (Kulkarni et al., 2013).
MOOCs in the for-profit space (such as those on Coursera and Udacity) have been criticized
for enrolling as many students as possible and promoting their “signature” fee-based track,
instead of promoting better overall learning outcomes. In “MOOCs Disrupting the University or Business as Usual,” Cooper (2013) criticizes the transactional model of education that
MOOCs promote, where students seek out courses from top professors divorced of any
context. He argues that: “In fact, like many modes of openness in digital culture, MOOCs are
able to extend processes of commodification and exploitation in novel ways by ‘liberalizing’
the flow of content that is, detaching it from the forms and structures that created it in the
first place” (p. 186-187).
Existing problems with MOOCs
Poor Completion Rates
One of the most common concerns with MOOCs is their low course completion rate. Perna
et al. (2013) found that among a sample of a million MOOC students taking 17 different first
generation MOOCs, only 2 to 14 percent of users completed their courses, depending on the
course and completion criteria. However, given the ease of signing up for MOOCs and lack of
penalty for not completing them, it is not surprising that students sign up for multiple courses
and then drop the ones that do not interest them. Students taking a free course have much
less to lose if they do not pass their MOOC compared to those paying tuition for a class.
Also, judging course completion by traditional grading criteria may not be the most appropriate way of assessing if passive students have learned the material. Multiple choice quizzes
may not be an effective way to gauge depth of student understanding for more open-ended
humanities courses where there is not necessarily a “correct” answer. Frustrations with assignments that are more challenging than what is covered in the lectures may cause students to
disengage from the MOOC.
Koller et al. (2013), as well as Kizilcec, Piech, and Schneider (2013), advocate for a different
conception of successful completion of MOOCs. They take into account the different modes
of engagement for MOOC participants based on diverse learning goals and user subpopulaPage 4
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tions, recognizing that “passive” participants are still learners legitimately interested in gaining
new knowledge about a topic. In particular, Koller et al. argue that: “For retention metrics
to be useful, they must be defined and interpreted with the learner’s goals in mind. Passive
lecture watchers, for example, may go through an entire course without ever touching an
assessment, yet often derive substantial value from a MOOC without contributing to completion-based notions of retention” (p. 3-4).
Lack of Sound Pedagogy
Little attention has been given to pedagogy and instructional design for MOOCs—specifically,
there is little if any research about how different technical features and design choices might
influence course completion and student learning outcomes. In their current state, xMOOCs
focus on knowledge transfer and rarely factor in student participation and engagement with
the material. Clarà and Barbera (2013) argue that “xMOOCs are not pedagogically driven, and
the consequence is that they assume pedagogies mainly based on behaviorist psychology.
cMOOCs, on the other hand, were developed with the explicit aim of exploring a pedagogy
that takes advantage of Web 2.0 for learning” (p. 129). Students may be expecting a more
sophisticated and interactive experience but are turned off by the presentation of complex
material in ways that don’t take advantage of the technical medium.
Vardi (2013) also acknowledges the lack of sound pedagogy in xMOOCs, noting that: “A more
honest comment from one of the early MOOC pioneers was: ‘We were tired of delivering
the same lectures year after year, often to a half-empty classroom because our classes were
being videotaped.’ In fact, the absence of serious pedagogy in MOOCs is rather striking, their
essential feature being short, unsophisticated video chunks, interleaved with online quizzes,
and accompanied by social networking” (Vardi , p. 5). Most existing MOOCs, outside of the
quizzes, do not feature any sort of interactivity from the students during the lectures. In a real
classroom, students may be asked to respond to a question, give a presentation, or debate
each other in small groups.
Similarly, Cooper (2013) criticizes the foundations that xMOOCs are based on, stating that:
“The teaching methods used by most of the Coursera courses so far are based on a very
old and outdated behaviourist pedagogy, relying primarily on information transmission,
computer marked assignments and peer assessment” (p. 192-193). The relatively binary nature
of the quizzes and problem sets offered on most MOOCs—multiple choice, rather than openended responses—does not facilitate deeper student engagement with the topic.
Ben-Ari (2013), a computer science professor who participated in MOOCs to assess them, also
remarks on how outdated he finds MOOC pedagogy. He states, “My biggest disappointment
came from the complete absence in both courses of any pedagogical innovation. There is no
evidence that the instructors are familiar with educational research…not even at the level of
pioneers of CS education research from 25 years ago” (p. 60). While the method of delivery for
xMOOCs may be new, the educational techniques behind them are seemingly not.
MOOC Experiences
Student Experience
Researchers have identified several factors critical to student engagement: sense of community in the forums, suitable design of assessments, issues with completing group work
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or receiving peer reviews within the required time-frame, and the presence of a detailed
course schedule. In “Experiences in MOOCs: The Perspective of Students,” Zutshi, O’Hare,
and Rodafinos (2013) found that “the most common theme identified was the difficulty in
coping with the sheer volume of postings within the discussion/message board with the most
common sentiment being ‘tricky to keep up with message board postings’” (p. 9).
In “MOOCs on Introductory Programming: A Travelogue,” computer science instructor Ben-Ari
(2013) echoes this sentiment about MOOC forums, commenting that “Both courses depend
on forums, which I have never liked: they are too active to be worthwhile reading routinely,
and searching is often inadequate to locate the pearls from the dross” (p. 60). MOOC participants also expressed disappointed with the assessment techniques used. Ben-Ari comments
that the use of auto-assessment on Udacity is unfortunate because “only the correctness of
a program is assessed and not its style” (p. 60). However, even in the peer assessment implemented on Coursera, students were encouraged not to comment on style, which negated the
point of peer assessment in the Ben-Ari’s eyes.
Instructor Experiences
In “My Modern MOOC Experience,” Roth (2012) describes his experience teaching the MOOC
“The Modern and Postmodern,” which was unique in that it was one of the earliest humanities
MOOCs. Roth notes the diversity of students, both geographically and in terms of education
and experience, and the benefits that this diversity brought to the class. Roth feels that the
lessons he learned from the MOOC students will help improve the on-campus version of the
class. Additionally, Roth expresses a more rational perspective on the high MOOC attrition
rates, arguing that “saying someone ‘failed to complete’ a free open online class is like saying
someone ‘failed to complete’ The New Yorker in the week she received it” (p. 217). This opinion
acknowledges the still experimental nature of MOOCs as well as the discretionary nature of
lifelong learning.
Other MOOC instructors have investigated the challenges of implementing peer- and
self-assessment. Kulkarni et al. (2013) explored the success of peer grading in Coursera’s HCI
MOOC, which used a “studio” model for assignments. They found a strong positive correlation
between peer and staff grades at r = 0.73. However, to ensure reasonable peer grading, the
instructors noted that grading rubrics must be carefully developed and students must be
trained to grade using example assignments, as grading accuracy improved with experience.
Schmidt and McCormick (2013) discovered that it was incredibly time consuming to create
a MOOC, much more so than a traditional class, given that assignments must be carefully
designed to facilitate assessment and lectures may require multiple takes to record. Contrary
to Roth’s experience, Schmidt and McCormick found that the greater diversity in students’
background for MOOCs compared to college classes made it difficult to cover more advanced
topics. Even after the MOOC was launched, the instructors had to devote a huge amount
of time to the course because the forums required a great deal of attention both to dispel
rumors and address complaints. The authors remark, “Based on our involvement in other
MOOCs, we noticed that the tone and content of discussion forum postings often tended to
devolve into frustration and ad hominem attacks without the consistent presence of course
staff” (p. 171). Still, like Roth, they cite that this MOOC helped improve the on-campus class, as
well as the Vanderbilt University “brand.”
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Recommendations to Improve MOOCs
Adaptive MOOCs
MOOC proponents have advocated for an adaptive MOOC (aMOOC) model that adapts to
the individual student’s learning style and goals. Blanco, García- Peñalvo, and Sein-Echaluce
(2013) envision “adaptive MOOCs, where the content is presented with differentiated learning
strategies and real time intelligent feedback [which] can significantly improve completion
rates” (p. 554). The authors argue that the broad “one size fits all” approach of existing MOOCs
fails to meet the diverse learning goals, learning styles, and previous learning experiences of
the heterogeneous student population, an approach which they believe may account for the
high dropout rate and lack of peer-to-peer collaboration and cooperation on assignments.
At a basic level, an aMOOC could allow students who are interested in auditing a course but
not in completing the assignments to follow a different track so they don’t feel overwhelmed
by course content and notifications. There are already some dual-track MOOCs in existence,
which allow for more or less student involvement, like those described by Schmidt and
McCormick (2013) and Kulkarni et al. (2013). An aMOOC need not stop at just two levels but
could have multiple levels, allowing more engaged students to reap the benefits of things like
peer work, including small group discussion or projects. Kizilcec, Piech, and Schneider (2013)
suggest that peer work may create a positive feedback loop for engaged learners and help
retain them.
Calling on ideas from Blanco, García- Peñalvo, and Sein-Echaluce (2013) and Adamopoulos
(2013), the concept of an aMOOC could be extended further by using more in-depth questionnaires to help tailor the content and time frames for the MOOC, as well as group students
into study groups based on their personal learning goals and background. The system could
then guide students to complete the modules and assignments that most closely align with
the goals they have set for themselves. Finally, Butin (2012) recommends that MOOCs use
features from intelligent tutoring systems to adapt on the fly and support struggling students
by providing real time feedback and supplementary lessons as students respond to quizzes or
complete assignments.
Rethinking Completion Rates with Multi-track MOOCs
One of the biggest challenges in designing a MOOC is determining what exactly students
and educators are seeking to gain from MOOCs and creating solutions that meet the different
learning goals of these heterogeneous populations. Kizilcec, Piech, and Schneider (2013) identified different types of learners based on patterns of engagement, noting “As MOOCs grow
in popularity, the relatively low completion rate of learners has been a central criticism. This
focus on completion rates, however, reflects a monolithic view of disengagement that does
not allow MOOC designers to target interventions or develop adaptive course features for
particular subpopulations of learners” (p. 170). The authors also advocate integrating organizational and learning tools such as calendars, note-taking, and mind-mapping applications
to help students stay on track with their course and organize the material in ways that make
sense to individual users.
Coursera founders Koller and Ng, along with Do and Chen, (2013) postulate that the retention
rate associated with MOOCs should not be alarming because most learners have no finanPage 7
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cial investment in courses and many students sign up for MOOCs simply to check them out.
There are distinct groups of learners in MOOCs and these learners have different goals. These
educators remark that “completion rates interpreted at face value sometimes give misleading
views of the health of an online course because they fail to capture the diversity of goals and
engagement patterns that students may have in a MOOC. For retention metrics to be useful,
they must be defined and interpreted with the learner’s goals in mind” (p. 3-4). The authors
tested the effect of different levels of effort within a MOOC. They found that 74 percent of
students who paid and registered for the “Signature Track” completed it, compared to the nine
percent who completed the regular track.
Other researchers advocate identifying student progress early on so that MOOC systems can
provide additional support for those needing more assistance learning the material. Kay et al.
(2013) propose monitoring student progress and “nudging” students who are falling behind,
suggesting the development of a system “automatically identifying students at risk of failing
… and provide course- or cohort-based monitoring” (p. 75).
Recommendations from Other Domains of Human Computer Interaction
Adaptive MOOCs could benefit from research on captology, or how computers can be used as
persuasive technologies. Successful captological interventions are based on three principles:
credibility, similarity, and tailoring (Fogg, 2009). Study groups can help students find others
with similar learning mindsets and complementary skills who could enhance the learning
experience by discussing the lectures. Tailoring can be enhanced through adaptive, or multitrack MOOCs, so that students’ learning goals are matched to the appropriate challenge level
of different course modules and assignments. Adaptive systems that change in response to
user-defined goals can benefit user engagement and retention in online communities (Fogg,
Cuellar, and Danielson, 2002).
In designing their own captologically informed online course, Lucero et al (2013) invoke
the notion of education as persuasion, arguing that true learning is highly dependent upon
students’ motivation to assimilate knowledge. Their South American literature course incorporated a circus theme into their interface, with different circus acts corresponding to different
parts of the text. Their work suggests that a more visually engaging and interactive interface can improve learning by tapping into multiple motivations for students to engage with
course content.
Summary: Design Recommendations from the Literature
We found the idea of multi-track MOOCs especially interesting, along with the concepts of
adaptive quizzes, peer support, and interactive content. We verified several of the MOOC
improvement ideas that we encountered in this literature review during our interviews, and
we further developed these ideas in our sketches, wireframes, and prototype. Drawing on
what we learned from this literature review, our prototype includes three content tracks
plus an additional group track as well as more interactive quizzes and lecture videos to keep
students engaged.
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III. User Research Findings
Who we interviewed
We interviewed four individuals who had taken MOOCs and four individuals who were
involved in the creation of MOOCs either as instructors or support staff, and in addition
we discussed MOOCs with two students in a less formal context. We conducted the eight
semi-structured formal interviews via Skype or Google Hangouts. This section contains the
interview findings that we used to develop our prototype; the complete interview findings
can be found in Appendix B.
How we coded our interviews
Though we interviewed equal numbers of MOOC students and instructors, we focused
on design recommendations that directly pertain to student learning as our project was
designed to improve students’ learning outcomes and engagement with these courses.
After transcribing each participant’s comments, we each coded all the interviews pertaining
to one participant category (student or instructor), highlighting the most pertinent insights
that the participants came up with for each interview question. Andrea initially coded all of
the instructors’ responses, and Julie coded the students’ responses. We then switched participant groups and reviewed all responses before compiling the participant takeaways.
Key Findings
• Students are much more engaged if they participate in their MOOCs with a group of
peers.
• Students are enthusiastic about the idea of multi-track MOOCs with different tracks for
different levels of engagement.
• Students expressed interest in having annotated videos, note taking features, and reference materials.
• Students and instructors are interested in gamified or persuasive elements to help keep
students on track and motivated.
• Instructors want a more modular user interface so that they have more flexibility over
course organization.
• Instructors are interested in incorporating multimedia elements, such as image files and
videos that are hosted on other sites.
Design Recommendations From Students
Support multiple learning goals with multi-track MOOCs
Students were interested in adaptive MOOCs that offered different tracks tailored to their level
of desired engagement with the course and their learning goals. Students taking MOOCs for
personal enrichment were interested in a track that allowed them to be an observer, where
they would not feel pressured them to participate in assignments or discussions. This low
engagement track would be analogous to educational programs on public television stations.
Other students hoped for a track that would facilitate a higher level of engagement with
deeper discussions and also mini research projects.
Support study groups
Page 9
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Small group interaction, either in-person or online, appeared to play an important role in
students completing a MOOC. MOOC study groups help keep students accountable in their
course participation. These groups provide opportunities for collaboration on assignments as
well as for more in-depth discussions about the lectures that can help students better understand the course material.
Enhance lecture interactivity
Students of all levels of engagement were happy with the in-video quizzes, which appeared
to be an effective way to tests students’ immediate understanding of lecture material. That
said, they were interested more interactive lecture modules that feature guided learning exercises with explanations by the instructor. They wanted lectures to provide additional remedial
material when they struggled to understand a topic.
Students wished that MOOC course interfaces supported personal note taking and video
annotation. They wanted to bookmark lectures with key points so that they could refer back
to the correct sections. Timestamped captions or transcripts of the videos could also help
students. Bookmarks and captions could be created through crowdsourcing efforts, with
instructors only needing to approve the best materials.
Discussion boards are not helpful
Students viewed the discussion boards mostly as a place to ask and answer questions
about the class and the material. That said, they valued meeting in their own small groups,
compared to interacting over the discussion boards because they found it difficult to find
informative posts.
Findings From Instructors
Discussion boards are a bellwether of student satisfaction
Forum posts are especially helpful in identifying issues with grading, as well as if an assignment is too difficult or buggy. Multiple instructors heard from students that the latter appreciate having a weekly response video where professors answer the most commonly asked
questions that have emerged in the past week. These videos reach more students than if the
professor were to reply directly on the discussion board.
Provide immediate feedback on quizzes
Instructors wished that they could prompt students who answered questions incorrectly to
view additional remedial content. Based on this desire, we developed a responsive quiz that
responded with messages that provide additional feedback in response to wrong answers by
linking to specific points “bookmarked” on relevant course videos or to supplementary readings.
Respond to students via weekly videos
Instructors found that they were able to answer questions most efficiently through a weekly
response video that addressed the most pressing feedback that students brought up in the
discussion forums and over email from the past week. Students are most likely to see this if it
is featured on the course homepage, rather than as an addition to the week’s lecture videos;
this is why we included a response video widget embedded on our course dashboard.
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Allow for modular course user interfaces
Instructors requested the ability to move different on-page elements on the MOOC homepage and course module pages so that it is easier for them to highlight the most relevant
pieces of content for students.

IV. Sketches + Wireframes
We started our prototyping phase by independently sketching the interface and proposed
interactions for each of the pages that we decided to design based on our research findings.
Though we had identified numerous design recommendations based on our user interviews,
we had different ideas as to how to incorporate our research findings into our prototype. We
had similar ideas for the general user interface, for annotating lecture videos, and for filtering
discussion board posts, but we diverged over how to help students form study groups, as well
as over some other more minor elements of the gamification and adaptive quizzes. The first
iteration of sketches can be found Appendix C.
We discussed how to reconcile our different approaches so that our prototype would best
meet the needs of students like our interview participants and then sketched designs that
took the best of both of our ideas for each screen. The second iteration of sketches can be
found in Appendix D.
After receiving and incorporating feedback from Professor Kientz and our classmates, we
developed wireframes in Illustrator to create a visual baseline for designing our final prototype. To make sure that we maintained visual consistency in our wireframes, we came up with
a spec document that established sizes, fonts, and placement. We created wireframes for the
following pages, which can be found in Appendix E.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Select Your Course Track
Courses Homepage
Join a Course Group
Groups Homepage
Adaptive Quiz
Lecture Annotation
Gamification Module
Discussion Forum Post

V. Design Justification
We created eight HTML pages for our interactive prototype. You can view the prototype at
http://mooc.julieanncampbell.com. Our Github repository, featuring all the files we used, can
be found at https://github.com/julieann252/AWholeNewMOOC. Some of the links on the side
navigation are placeholders only; the main homepage shows which pages are interactive.
Course user interface
For the global course user interface, we implemented a side navigation that breaks content
down by week so that students can get all of the related files for a module in the same place.
Instructors found it more effective to be able to create thematic modules for the course UI
Page 11
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rather than organizing content by type. There is a “report a bug” link at the bottom of the navigation to make it easy for students to indicate severe issues, so instructors don’t need to hunt
for relevant emails or threads in the discussion forum.
Page 1. Track Selection - http://mooc.julieanncampbell.com/trackselection.html
The track selection page is the first page that students will see upon signing up for a course.
We created three different tracks that students can choose from. Findings from our literature
review recommended adaptive or multi-track MOOCs to support different student goals
and to lower attrition rates (Blanco, García- Peñalvo, and Sein-Echaluce, 2013). We also found
during our interviews that students wanted the ability to have more or less intense course
requirements depending on their learning goals.
Track 1 is for students who treat MOOCs as akin to educational video programs, and it simply
contains the lecture videos and in-video quizzes. Track 2 is for students who want more
engagement with a MOOC but don’t have the time to commit to a formal course. This track
includes adaptive quizzes and gives students the option to complete the weekly readings.
Track 3 is for people who treat MOOCs as equivalent to a college course. This track adds
assignments and is formally assessed so students can earn a certificate of completion. At this
level, students have the option of joining a course group. Students have the ability to change
their track level if they find that their current course track does not meet their expectations so
they don’t give up on the course as a whole.
Page 2. Group Selection - http://mooc.julieanncampbell.com/groupselection.html
If students select track three, they have the option to join a student group. Secondary
research indicated that peer work may create a positive feedback loop for engaged students
and help retain them in the course (Kizilcec et al. 2013). This idea was verified during the
interviews where we found that students were more likely to complete their course if they
were taking it with people they knew. Some students who dropped out wished that they had
been taking the course with others, and students questioned why they were responsible for
creating their own meetup groups off-site instead of through the course itself.
Our prototype offers the option of creating online or in-person study groups depending on
what the students prefers—some students cited the convenience of meeting online via video
chat, while others preferred meeting up in person because they felt it would be easier for
them to be accountable to course assignments. We also gave students the option to automatically add the names and email addresses of students they already knew to their group.
If students do not know enough people for a complete group of four to ten people, they
can add more people to their group using preference matching. For online study groups, we
matched students by what times they were available. For in person study groups, we matched
them by their home city and availability.
Page 3. Course Dashboard - http://mooc.julieanncampbell.com/studentdashboard.html
The course dashboard features four different modules: the instructor response video, key
course announcements, a list of upcoming and recent assignments, and a view into the
course progress page. We featured the instructor’s response video because the course staff we
interviewed mentioned that they recorded new video material each week to address student
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feedback, and students indicated that they appreciated the personal touch of instructor
response videos.
We also provided a list of updates so that those who don’t watch the video can read a
summary of important changes such as bug fixes or changes to the syllabus. Assignments
and deadlines are prominent as students commented that it was easy for them to lose track of
the different course deliverables they were expected to complete. Students can also see what
they have completed so that they have a reminder of their progress. Students who belong
to a study group can see the image representing their group’s course progress. We incorporated gamified elements as some student participants mentioned that they were interested
in visual reminders and ways outside of traditional grades to feel that they gained knowledge
about the course topic.
Page 4. Group Homepage - http://mooc.julieanncampbell.com/grouphome.html
The groups page helps student groups coordinate their activities and facilitates group
communication. The calendar helps students keep track of their meeting times where they
will work on group projects or complete weekly discussion questions. Group members can
start an audio, video, or text chat so that groups that have opted to meet online have a
built-in tool to facilitate these meetings. We offered a message board so that group members
could communicate with each other while minimizing potential privacy and interpersonal
harassment issues that could be associated with direct messaging individual users.
Page 5. Video Lecture - http://mooc.julieanncampbell.com/videolecture.html
Students can add time-stamped notes to their lecture videos to help keep them engaged
with the video content and also provide a takeaway quick reference. We found that students
wanted a way to annotate lecture videos so they could refer back to certain points of interest.
Student participants were frustrated by having to re-watch videos multiple times to find the
most relevant parts of the lecture. Two instructors were also interested in helping students
engage more actively by annotating course media because they wanted to see what parts of
the material were most helpful to students. At any point in the video, students can add a note
that is tied to that certain time stamp, and icons appear along video control bar at the times
where students have created notes. Students can also view all of their timestamped notes,
organized chronologically, below the video player.
Page 6. Adaptive Quiz - http://mooc.julieanncampbell.com/quiz.html
The quiz in our prototype supports student learning by providing students with additional
resources. During the literature review, we encountered papers stressing the importance of
adaptive learning technology to support students with just-in-time supplementary content
if they are struggling with the course (Butin, 2012). In addition, students requested more
interactive quizzes that would keep them engaged after watching lectures. Instructors also
expressed interest in prompting students who got quiz questions wrong with additional
learning material.
With our quiz, if students get a quiz question wrong, they are provided with a list of course
resources that they can review before they attempt to re-answer the question. They must
answer the question correctly to advance to the next question, but only their first answer
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counts to their quiz score. If students get a quiz question right, they are given an explanation
of why the answer was correct and additional resources to investigate if they want to learn
more. If students score below 50% correct on the quiz, they are granted access to a new video
that provides greater detail for the more difficult concepts in that week’s material.
Page 7. Discussion Forum - http://mooc.julieanncampbell.com/discussionboard.html
Our discussion forum offers more fine-grained filtering options for viewing posts. All of our
student participants found the existing forum organization unhelpful because it was difficult
to find useful discussion threads or responses that helped answer their questions among
the deluge of content. Findings from the literature review indicated that MOOC forums were
considered frustrating because of the amount of low quality content and were not widely
used by students (Zutshi et al., 2013).
We included a filter to reveal what posts have received staff comments as students were
particularly interested in hearing directly from MOOC instructors and TAs. Posts also display
how many upvotes a discussion thread has received because the upvote/downvote mechanic
has been implemented effectively on one of our instructor participant’s courses and helped
reduce the number of messages to course staff. Students also requested a filtering mechanism that emphasized top voted content. Icons representing posts by staff and by top
students posters help users quickly identify higher quality discussion threads.
Page 8. Course Progress - http://mooc.julieanncampbell.com/courseprogress.html
The course progress encourages students to keep up with their coursework. The leaderboard
shows group members how many points they’ve accumulated together in comparison to
other groups. One student participant and one MOOC instructor mentioned that they were
interested in leaderboards to help motivate more competitive students; however, we did not
want individual students to feel that they were being judged against their group mates, so we
made this feature group based. We hope that study group students will be motivated to help
each other participate more deeply with course material and encourage each other to keep
going when they’re tempted to drop out.
We included a graph that shows students how they accrued points by doing different course
activities, such as watching all the course lecture videos for a given week, scoring highly on
weekly quizzes, meeting assignment deadlines, and receiving upvotes on discussion board
posts. The university image visualizes the collective experience points that study group
members have accumulated by participating in different course activities. This is a dynamic
image that will change as the study group members gain more experience and motivate
students to achieve the next level of growth. We chose the image of an education-related
building as it seemed thematically appropriate, though we would appreciate feedback from
students about what visual gamified elements would most strongly appeal to them given the
diversity of responses among our interview participants.

VI. Conclusion
With this project, we have successfully identified and prototyped multiple ways to increase
student learning and engagement with MOOCs. The multi-track selection will allow students
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to select the level of engagement that best meets their learning goals, so they will not
become overwhelmed by their courses. MOOC groups will help keep students motivated
through peer interactions, and the gamification of these groups will encourage students to
stay active in completing course content and help their peers do the same. The interactive
content modules that we developed in the form of the adaptive quiz and annotated lecture
video will help students engage at a deeper level with this content. Finally, the reimagined
course dashboard and discussion forum will reduce students’ cognitive load in finding relevant information and help them stay on track with the course schedule.
Moving forward, we would like to test and refine the prototype that we developed in order to
verify the concepts that we developed with real MOOC students and see how effective these
concepts are at improving student engagement. To further enhance functionality, we would
also like to incorporate some back-end development so that our prototype could capture and
store data related to study group communications and student performance on quizzes and
assignments.
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VIII. Appendices
Appendix A: Complete Literature Review
The Birth of MOOCs
The philosophical ancestor of MOOCs can be found in behavioral psychologist B.F. Skinner’s
vision of teaching machines, programmed by expert educators to provide individualized,
self-paced lessons to students and give rapid feedback on their assignments (Skinner, 1954).
In more recent pedagogical history, MOOCs can be seen as the next stage of the Open Education movement, which advocated for greater transparency among educators by encouraging
them to share and evaluate each other’s tools, resources, and knowledge in an effort to
improve student learning (Iiyoshi and Kumar, 2008).
The rise of MOOCs has coincided with the growth of accredited, online, distance-learning
courses taught by universities. Many of these courses, particularly at the graduate level, enroll
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students who attend in-person, as well as online students who watch recordings of in-class
lectures and activities. Typically both sets of students participate on online discussion boards
to share knowledge with peers and develop a rapport. Within the past few years, however,
universities’ online courses have shifted focus shifted toward enrolling thousands of—rather
than 20-40—students in online courses and eliminating face-to-face interaction between
instructors and students (Song and Hill, 2013).
Researchers have identified two different types of MOOCs: cMOOCs and xMOOCs. cMOOCs,
also known as Connectivity MOOCs, were the first MOOCs and originate from George
Siemens’s vision of “learning socially, inspiring creativity, and believing that knowledge exists
in the collective minds of the students. Rather than assessable content, teachers provide
students with content designed to encourage discussion and debate” (Kay, Reimann, Diebold,
and Kummerfeld, 2013, 70). xMOOCs, or scalable MOOCs patterned after Sebastian Thrun’s
artificial intelligence MOOC, are distributed through university-sponsored platforms and are
modeled on traditional course materials and curriculums. Given the scarcity of cMOOCs and
predominance of xMOOCs, our project focuses on xMOOCs as the default MOOC model that
we are seeking to improve upon.
Previous Research on MOOCs
Much of the existing literature about MOOCs discusses how MOOCs will revolutionize
academia for better or worse (Butin, 2013; Cooper, 2013; Lucas, 2013), how to run MOOCs for
credit (Sandeen, 2013), or how universities and MOOC distributors can monetize MOOCs more
effectively (Dellarocas and Van Alstyne, 2013). Other scholars predict the impact that MOOCs
will have on university libraries and the teaching of existing college students (Bond, 2013;
Vihavainen, Luukkainen, and Kurhila, 2013; Wu, 2013). Those who have taught MOOCs have
described their personal experiences as educators (Roth, 2013), and some have evaluated the
impact of their MOOC on the students who participated in it (Kizilcec, Piech, and Schneider,
2013; Schmidt and McCormick, 2013). The relative dearth of articles about how educational
theory and course design can be incorporated into MOOC delivery suggests that MOOCs and
other self-directed learning sites may not currently receive the same focus on student-centered learning outcomes compared to the traditional classroom experience.
The Problem Space
Discussion about MOOCs tends to center on their profitability and potential to disrupt education by democratizing access to higher education. Given that xMOOCs have been around
for approximately three years and most MOOC courses have been offered only two to three
times, little is known about long-term effects of student learning from MOOCs compared
to learning in traditional classrooms (Koller, Eng, Do and Chen, 2013). The initial pilot at San
Jose State, where students were randomly assigned to take either a MOOC or a traditional
classroom section of an introductory math course, found that fewer than 25 percent of MOOC
students passed the course, compared to the majority of the students attending class in
person (Lewin, 2013).
Current design limitations in existing MOOCs may partially be attributed to the fact that
instructors are paid little to actually develop the MOOCs that they teach. Universities pay most
of the funds dedicated to MOOCs to administrators and in-house technology staff to record,
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host, and distribute the courses (Baggaley, 2013). Given the lack of incentive for instructors
to innovate pedagogically, the MOOCs offered on most platforms are typically “record the
lecture”-style classes with the addition of online discussion boards (Lucas, 2013; Waldorp,
2013). Teaching assistants are primarily responsible for responding to students on discussion
boards, rather than faculty members (Kulkarni et al., 2013).
MOOCs in the for-profit space (e.g. Coursera and Udacity) seem less interested in student
learning outcomes and the quality of the pedagogy and instead prioritize enrolling as many
students as possible and promoting their “signature” fee-based track. Holton (2012) notes
that: “none of the major MOOC providers have hired anyone trained in instructional design,
the learning sciences, educational technology, course design, or other educational specialties
to help with the design of their courses. They are hiring a lot of programmers and recruiting
a lot of faculty, who may have various motivations for participating in these open education
experiments” (Holton).
MOOC providers encourage students to take multiple MOOCs at once or in a sequence by
creating certifications in conjunction with accredited universities, but ultimately for-profit
MOOCs are held less accountable compared to universities for guaranteeing student learning
outcomes. Partnerships with universities for accredited certifications place the onus on
universities for creating standards for students’ mastery of the material.
In “MOOCs Disrupting the University or Business as Usual,” Cooper (2013) criticizes the transactional model of education that MOOCs promote, where students seek out courses from top
professors divorced of any context. He argues that: “In fact, like many modes of openness in
digital culture, MOOCs are able to extend processes of commodification and exploitation in
novel ways by ‘liberalizing’ the flow of content that is, detaching it from the forms and structures that created it in the first place” (186-187).
Existing problems with MOOCs
Poor Completion Rates
One of the most common complaints about MOOCs is their low course completion rate. Perna
et al. (2013) found that among a sample of a million MOOC students taking 17 different first
generation MOOCs, only 2 to 14 percent of users completed their courses, depending on the
course and completion criteria. However, given the ease of signing up for MOOCs and lack of
penalty for not completing them, it is unsurprising that students sign up for multiple courses
and then drop the ones that don’t interest them. Students taking a free course have much less
to lose if they do not pass their MOOC compared to students paying tuition for a class.
Also, judging course completion by traditional grading criteria may not be the most appropriate way of assessing if passive students have learned the material. Multiple choice quizzes
may not be an effective way to gauge depth of student understanding for more open-ended
humanities courses where there is not necessarily a “correct” answer. Student frustrations with
superficial grading methods—or with assignments that address course material in greater
detail than what is covered in the lectures—may cause students to disengage from the
MOOC.
Koller et al. (2013), as well as Kizilcec, Piech, and Schneider (2013), advocate for a different
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conception of successful completion of MOOCs. They take into account the different modes
of engagement for MOOC participants based on diverse learning goals and user subpopulations, recognizing that “passive” participants are still learners legitimately interested in gaining
new knowledge about a topic. In particular, Koller et al. argue that: “For retention metrics
to be useful, they must be defined and interpreted with the learner’s goals in mind. Passive
lecture watchers, for example, may go through an entire course without ever touching an
assessment, yet often derive substantial value from a MOOC without contributing to completion-based notions of retention” (3-4).
Lack of Sound Pedagogy
Little attention has been given to pedagogy and instructional design for MOOCs—specifically,
there is little if any research about how different technical features and design choices might
influence course completion and student learning outcomes. In their current state, xMOOCs
focus on knowledge transfer and rarely factor in student participation and engagement with
the material. Clarà and Barbera (2013) argue that “xMOOCs are not pedagogically driven, and
the consequence is that they assume pedagogies mainly based on behaviorist psychology.
cMOOCs, on the other hand, were developed with the explicit aim of exploring a pedagogy
that takes advantage of Web 2.0 for learning” (129). Students may be expecting a more sophisticated and interactive experience but are turned off by the presentation of complex material
in ways that don’t take advantage of the technical medium.
Vardi (2013) also acknowledges the lack of sound pedagogy in xMOOCs, noting that: “A more
honest comment from one of the early MOOC pioneers was: ‘We were tired of delivering the
same lectures year after year, often to a half-empty classroom because our classes were being
videotaped.’ In fact, the absence of serious pedagogy in MOOCs is rather striking, their essential feature being short, unsophisticated video chunks, interleaved with online quizzes, and
accompanied by social networking” (Vardi , 5).
Most existing MOOCs, outside of the quizzes, do not feature any sort of interactivity from the
students during the lectures. In a real classroom, students may be asked to respond to a question, give a presentation, or debate each other in small groups.
Similarly, Cooper (2013) criticizes the foundations that xMOOCs are based on, stating that:
“The teaching methods used by most of the Coursera courses so far are based on a very
old and outdated behaviourist pedagogy, relying primarily on information transmission,
computer marked assignments and peer assessment” (192-193). The relatively binary nature
of the quizzes and problem sets offered on most MOOCs—multiple choice, rather than openended responses—does not facilitate deeper student engagement with the topic.
Ben-Ari (2013), a computer science professor who participated in MOOCs to assess them, also
remarks on how outdated he finds MOOC pedagogy. He states, “My biggest disappointment
came from the complete absence in both courses of any pedagogical innovation. There is no
evidence that the instructors are familiar with educational research (for example, on misconceptions), not even at the level of pioneers of CS education research from 25 years ago” (60).
While the method of delivery for xMOOCs may be new, the educational techniques behind
them are seemingly not.
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Implementation Issues
The forums in a MOOC are often the only place that students have to interact with each other
and the instructor; however, Zutshi, O’Hare, and Rodafinos (2013) found that students feel
overwhelmed by the massive amount of content on the forums. Schmidt and McCormick
(2013) note that, from the other side of the MOOC, instructors struggle to respond to students’
questions and feedback on discussion boards where multiple threads addressing the same
topic often emerge independently of each other.
Automated grading and peer grading, the two most common grading mechanisms for
MOOCs, are both difficult to implement at scale and lack quality feedback. Automated assessment is fairly effective for things like assessing student-submitted code in programming
courses if instructors carefully craft clear problems that can be assessed by these systems.
However, according to Pieterse (2013), automated assessment has limited ability to assess the
style and creativity of solutions.
For creative or written assignments where automated assessment is impossible, peer
assessment is used instead. Schmidt and McCormick (2013) state that “Although Coursera’s
peer-assessment feature is scalable, the wide range of student abilities, motivations, and time
constraints made peer assessment problematic” (172). It is difficult for instructors to create
clear, objective peer grading criteria that each grader implements in similar fashion. Additionally, the asynchronous nature of MOOCs and massive number of students enrolled can make
it difficult to coordinate the timely submission and grading of peer assessed assignments.
Social Issues
One of the key praises of MOOCs is that they will provide a great social good, yet they are not
without their own set of social issues. In “Feminists challenge MOOCs with DOCCs,” Jaschik
(2013) observes that one issue with MOOCs is the positioning of “super” tenured professors
who are purported to disseminate the “correct” view on a subject to thousands of eager
students. This patriarchal positioning of a super professor is at odds with the democratic and
collaborative notion of education promoted by feminist pedagogy. Additionally, these super
professors may not benefit as much from the publicity as a subject matter expert compared to
a non-tenured faculty member. However, non-tenured faculty lack the professional visibility or
time to invest in developing a MOOC.
Others critics have noted that the money invested in MOOCs does not benefit universities,
let alone faculty and teaching assistants. Cooper (2013) argues: “The fusion of new media
with the resources of the university, however, raises questions about the exploitative relations behind the rhetoric of openness. University knowledge is a collective and collaborative
enterprise — knowledge has been developed over time by individuals without aiming at
profit. What are the implications in allowing companies to use digital platforms to profit from
content developed by others for free?” (Cooper, 190-191).
The lack of transparency in how MOOC platforms operate has been another source of criticism. For-profit MOOC platforms are privately owned and have yet to publicly disclose how
they compensate universities or their educators for their work, which is problematic for
encouraging MOOC developers to experiment and create high quality courses. Booker (2013)
questions that given the amount of student data that can be collected by developers, how
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much of students’ information could be sold and repurposed to third parties? It is also unclear
from a copyright perspective how much a MOOC instructor stands to financially benefit from
a for-credit course with high enrollment, or if they own the rights to the lectures, assignments
and materials that they develop for third party platforms.
Cooper (2013) also takes issue with the cultural imperialism behind the idea that American
superstar professors will educate the whole world, stating that “The ability of MOOCs to
collapse spatial boundaries has been lauded, but little has been said about the impact this
might have on local or national cultures ... One needs to question the extent to which a single
course developed in the United States can apply to other places and cultures” (196). It is
possible that widespread adoption of MOOCs developing nations could stifle opportunities
for homegrown academics.
The most visible MOOCs have been offered by noted American universities with large endowments. Lower ranked research institutions and liberal arts colleges, along with international
universities, do not have the same reputation or resources to partner with American MOOC
platforms, and the cost of creating a MOOC is considerable. Unsurprisingly, these lesser
known universities unable to gain the same visibility as the Ivy League’s MOOCs, which can
lead to lower enrollment. In his cluster analysis of student activity on New York University’s
MOOCs, Adamopoulos (2013) found that students taking a MOOC from a higher ranked
university were more likely to complete it, which is problematic for universities without the
same brand recognition trying to break into MOOCs.
MOOCs are touted for their ability to democratize higher education for people unable to
participate in traditional university courses; however, the majority of MOOC students already
have a college education and are taking courses either for professional development or
personal interest. Christensen et al. (2013) found that more than 80 percent of the MOOC
students they surveyed already had a two- or four-year degree. Most MOOC students are not
representative of the nontraditional student population, but there is still sufficient diversity in
experience and education level within each MOOC class that it can be difficult for instructors
to support struggling students while retaining the attention of those who have already taken
a similar class.
MOOC Experiences
Student Experience
Adamopoulos (2013) found, “in order to increase the engagement of students and reduce
dropout rates, online courses should be of average difficulty for the students and require a
moderate workload (i.e. about 6 hours/week) without spanning many weeks (i.e. less than 8
weeks” (15). From this survey of student reviews, Adamopoulos also learned that participants
valued receiving answers from instructors on discussion boards in a timely manner, having
a final assignment that reflected a real life problem scenario, and having access to a highly-rated textbook (but not requiring purchase of this text) as a reference.
More broadly, researchers have identified several factors critical to student engagement:
sense of community in the forums, suitable design of assessments, issues with completing
group work or receiving peer reviews within the required timeframe, and the presence of
a detailed course schedule. In “Experiences in MOOCs: The Perspective of Students,” Zutshi,
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O’Hare, and Rodafinos (2013) found that “the most common theme identified was the difficulty in coping with the sheer volume of postings within the discussion/message board with
the most common sentiment being ‘tricky to keep up with message board postings’” (9).
In “MOOCs on Introductory Programming: A Travelogue,” computer science instructor Ben-Ari
(2013) echoes this sentiment about MOOC forums, commenting that “Both courses depend
on forums, which I have never liked: they are too active to be worthwhile reading routinely,
and searching is often inadequate to locate the pearls from the dross” (60). MOOC participants also expressed disappointed with the assessment techniques used. Ben-Ari comments
that the use of auto-assessment on Udacity is unfortunate because “only the correctness of
a program is assessed and not its style” (60). However, even in the peer assessment implemented on Coursera, students were encouraged not to comment on style, which negated the
point of peer assessment in the Ben-Ari’s eyes.
Instructor Experiences
In “My Modern MOOC Experience,” Roth (2012) describes his experience teaching the MOOC
“The Modern and Postmodern,” which was unique in that it was one of the earliest humanities
MOOCs. Roth notes the considerable diversity of students, both geographically and in terms
of education and experience, and the benefits that this diversity brought to the class. Roth
feels that the lessons he learned from the MOOC students will help improve the on-campus
version of the class. Additionally, Roth expresses a more rational perspective on the high
MOOC attrition rates, arguing that “saying someone ‘failed to complete’ a free open online
class is like saying someone ‘failed to complete’ The New Yorker in the week she received
it.” This opinion acknowledges the still experimental nature of MOOCs as well as the discretionary nature of lifelong learning.
Other MOOC instructors have investigated the challenges of implementing peer- and self-assessment. Kulkarni et al. (2013) explored the success of peer grading in Coursera’s HCI MOOC,
which used a “studio” model for assignments. They found the correlation between peer and
staff grades to be quite high at r = 0.73. However, to ensure reasonable peer grading, the
instructors noted that grading rubrics must be carefully developed and students must be
trained to grade using example assignments, as grading accuracy improved with experience.
Schmidt and McCormick (2013) enumerate other issues related to teaching a MOOC in
“Producing and Delivering a MOOC on Pattern-Oriented Software Architecture for Concurrent
and Networked Software.” Schmidt and McCormick discovered that it was incredibly time
consuming to create a MOOC, much more so than a traditional class, given that assignments
must be carefully designed to facilitate assessment and lectures may require multiple takes to
record. Contrary to Roth’s experience, Schmidt and McCormick found that the greater diversity in students’ background for MOOCs compared to college classes made it difficult to cover
more advanced topics. Even after the MOOC was launched, the instructors had to devote a
huge amount of time to the course because the forums required a great deal of attention
both to dispel rumors and address complaints. The authors remark, “Based on our involvement in other MOOCs, we noticed that the tone and content of discussion forum postings
often tended to devolve into frustration and ad hominem attacks without the consistent
presence of course staff” (171). Still, like Roth, they cite that this MOOC helped improve the
on-campus class, as well as the Vanderbilt University “brand.”
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Recommendations to Improve MOOCs
Adaptive MOOCs
MOOC proponents have advocated for an adaptive MOOC (aMOOC) model that adapts to
the individual student’s learning style and goals. Blanco, García- Peñalvo, and Sein-Echaluce
(2013) envision “adaptive MOOCs, where the content is presented with differentiated learning
strategies and real time intelligent feedback [which] can significantly improve completion
rates” (554). The authors argue that the broad “one size fits all” approach of existing MOOCs
fails to meet the diverse learning goals, learning styles, and previous learning experiences of
the heterogeneous student population, an approach which they believe may account for the
high dropout rate and lack of peer-to-peer collaboration and cooperation on assignments.
At a basic level, an aMOOC could allow students who are interested in auditing a course but
not in completing the assignments to follow a different track so they don’t feel overwhelmed
by course content and notifications. There are already some dual-track MOOCs in existence,
which allow for more or less student involvement, like those described by Schmidt and
McCormick (2013) and Kulkarni et al. (2013). An aMOOC need not stop at just two levels but
could have multiple levels, allowing more engaged students to reap the benefits of things like
peer work, including small group discussion or projects. Kizilcec, Piech, and Schneider (2013)
suggest that peer work may create a positive feedback loop for engaged learners and help
retain them.
Calling on ideas from Blanco, García- Peñalvo, and Sein-Echaluce (2013) and Adamopoulos
(2013) the concept of an aMOOC could be extended further by using more in-depth questionnaires to help tailor the content and time frames for the MOOC, as well as group students
into study groups based on their personal learning goals and background. The system could
then guide students to complete the modules and assignments that most closely align with
the goals they have set for themselves. Finally, Butin (2012) recommends that MOOCs use
features from intelligent tutoring systems to adapt on the fly and support struggling students
by providing real time feedback and supplementary lessons as students respond to quizzes or
complete assignments.
Rethinking Completion Rates with Multi-track MOOCs
One of the biggest challenges in designing a MOOC is determining what exactly students
and educators are seeking to gain from MOOCs and creating solutions that meet the different
learning goals of these heterogeneous populations. Kizilcec, Piech, and Schneider (2013) identified different types of learners based on patterns of engagement, noting “As MOOCs grow
in popularity, the relatively low completion rate of learners has been a central criticism. This
focus on completion rates, however, reflects a monolithic view of disengagement that does
not allow MOOC designers to target interventions or develop adaptive course features for
particular subpopulations of learners” (170). The authors also advocate for integrating organizational and learning tools such as calendars, note-taking, and mind-mapping applications
to help students stay on track with their course and organize the material in ways that make
sense to individual users.
Coursera founders Koller and Ng, along with Do and Chen, (2013) postulate that the retention
rate associated with MOOCs should not be alarming because most learners have no finanPage 24
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cial investment in courses and many students sign up for MOOCs simply to check them out.
There are distinct groups of learners in MOOCs and these learners have different goals. These
educators remark that “completion rates interpreted at face value sometimes give misleading
views of the health of an online course because they fail to capture the diversity of goals and
engagement patterns that students may have in a MOOC. For retention metrics to be useful,
they must be defined and interpreted with the learner’s goals in mind” (3-4). The authors
tested the effect of different levels of effort within a MOOC and found that 74 percent of
students registered for the “Signature Track,” where students do have a financial investment in
the course, completed it, compared to only nine percent for the regular track.
Others draw attention to the importance of identifying student progress early on so that
MOOC systems can provide additional support for those needing more assistance learning
the material. Kay et al. (2013) advocate monitoring student progress and “nudging” students
who are falling behind, suggesting the development of a system “automatically identifying
students at risk of failing … and provide course- or cohort-based monitoring” (75).
Alternative types of MOOCs
cMOOCs offer an obvious model that xMOOCs could borrow from by emphasizing discourse
among students, rather than transfer of knowledge from one expert instructor to thousands
of students. The cMOOC model works particularly well for MOOCs that are not aimed at
formal accreditation and for students who are not seeking formal evaluation of what they’ve
learned. In “Why can’t an xMOOC be more like a cMOOC?” Lockhart (2012) expounds, “Passing
examinations, though, is not the primary purpose of education and the obsession with exams
evident in the xMOOCs strikes me as unhealthy. MOOC participants have diverse learning
objectives in comparison with students taking the traditional university or college courses
that current xMOOCs appear to be based on.” This model, however, does not integrate well
with most MOOC providers’ goals of accrediting MOOCs and charging tuition for a class that is
meant to be university equivalent, which may explain why cMOOCs have not been offered by
for-profit platforms.
Tan (2013) offers a model of a MOOC as an online game to increase engagement, which goes
far beyond gamifying just certain elements. The author argues that “a MOOC delivered as an
online game would increase engagement of students which can lead to improved learning
outcomes” (1). The author suggests that MOOCs could incorporate structured challenges,
similar to the approach used in educational games, with a clear progression in difficulty and
tasks after each lesson to explicitly evaluate what the user has learned. Little is known about
instructor or student experiences in MOOCs that have incorporated gamified elements,
however, and game developers do not appear interested in MOOC design.
The DOCC, or distributed open collaborative course, is the feminist solution to issues with
patriarchy and power in MOOCs described by Jaschik (2013). A DOCC gets rids of massive
and online aspects of MOOCs and instead distributes the class across a number of campuses,
allowing for multiple voices of authority and deep collaboration. According to Jaschik, “our
DOCC is built to value situated experience and emphasis, and to share authority and responsibility rather than the Mooc’s top-down, one size fits all, sometimes elitist approach.”
Another alternative the brings to MOOC back to the college campus is the “flipped classroom”
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approach. With the flipped classroom approach, students are expected to watch videos and
perform the online assignments for a MOOC, then come to class to ask questions, participate
in in-class exercises and discussions, and receive more in-depth lectures about the material.
Kendrick and Irene (2013) explain that through a flipped classroom approach, using MOOCs
from MITx, San Jose State University increased the passing rate in an electrical engineering
class from 55 to 91 percent. This approach, however, only works for universities willing to integrate MOOCs with equivalent in-person courses on their campuses. Also, this strategy does
not scale for courses that attract a geographically broad audience and requires more instructional resources to develop in-class exercises and respond to student feedback in person.
Inspiration from Other Domains of HCI
Adaptive MOOCs and multi-track MOOCs can especially benefit from research on captology,
or how computers can be used as persuasive technologies. Fogg (2009) argues that sustainable behavior change requires people to form a chain of regularly performed actions with
clear directives to trigger the behavior. Most MOOC students who have enrolled in these
courses for their own personal enrichment or professional development are unlikely to
consciously view their participation as a form of behavior change. MOOC systems should
conceptualize student participation as the development of a continuing education habit,
rather than view MOOCs as a lecture delivery system that students absorb knowledge from.
For students taking a MOOC for the first time, the course could include a video or interactive
tutorial where the instructor provides an overview of course features and demonstrates the
tools available within the system to help students learn. MOOCs could show what real world
applications are connected to a deeper mastery of a topic, to encourage students to persevere through the initial challenges of learning the basics.
Successful captological interventions are based on three principles: credibility, similarity, and
tailoring (Fogg, 2009). Given the low retention rates and lack of accountability for “completing”
a MOOC, struggling students may not believe that they can complete the course in the time
allotted. To enhance the credibility that students can complete the course, they could be
paired with a student who has finished the in-class equivalent or has already “passed” the
MOOC so that they can have a knowledgeable peer mentor them. As for similarity, discussion
boards and study groups can help students find others with similar learning mindsets and
complementary skills who could enhance the learning experience by discussing the lectures.
Tailoring can be enhanced through adaptive, or multi-track MOOCs, so that students’ learning
goals are matched to the appropriate challenge level of different course modules and assignments. Adaptive systems that change in response to user-defined goals can benefit user
engagement and retention in online communities (Fogg, Cuellar, and Danielson, 2002).
In designing their own captologically informed online course, Lucero et al (2013) invoke
the notion of education as persuasion, arguing that true learning is highly dependent upon
students’ motivation to assimilate knowledge. Their South American literature course incorporated a circus theme into their interface, with different circus acts corresponding to different
parts of the text. Their work suggests that a more visually engaging and interactive interface can improve learning by tapping into multiple motivations for students to engage with
course content.
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Appendix B: Complete Interview Findings

Introduction
We interviewed four individuals who had taken MOOCs and four individuals who were
involved in the creation of MOOCs either as instructors or support staff, and in addition we
discussed MOOCs with two additional students in a less formal context. We conducted the
eight formal interviews via Skype or Google Hangouts. All of the MOOC students and three
out of the four instructors had experience with the Coursera platform, two instructors had
experience with edX, and two students had experience with university specific MOOC platforms. You can view the interview questions that we used in the Appendix.
Key Findings
• Students are much more engaged if they participate in their MOOCs with a group of
peers.
• Students and instructors are interested in gamified or persuasive elements to help keep
students on track and motivated.
• Students are enthusiastic about the idea of multi-track MOOCs with different tracks for
different levels of engagement.
• Students expressed interest in having annotated videos, note taking features, and takeaway reference materials.
• Instructors want a more modular interface to use to present their content that doesn’t
limit their creativity.
• Instructors would like an analytics dashboard that provides a holistic view of student
progress and allows them to better adapt their courses.
• Instructors are interested in incorporating other multimedia elements, such as image files
and videos recorded by others that are hosted on other sites.

Student Findings
Goals and Motivation
Students expressed a variety of different motivations for enrolling in a MOOC, including
personal enrichment (S1, S4, S6), improving skills relevant to their profession (S2, S3), and as
part of a work or school program (S2, S5). In addition, S3 used her MOOC as an opportunity
to study a subject that she wished had taken in college in order to explore if she wanted to
go to graduate school in that field. When asked why they decided to take a MOOC versus
learn via another medium, students stated that they thought it would be more interesting
than reading a book (S1, S3), that it presented a more natural way to learn (S2), and that it was
more flexible than a traditional class and allowed them to learn wherever, whenever (S3, S4).
Course Completion and Outcomes
Working with peer groups is key to course completion
The students who were most successful at completing their MOOCs had an additional incentive to finish because they were taking the course for work or school or with a group of peers
(S2, S3, S5). Personal interest alone was usually not enough of an incentive to stick with the
course (S1, S4, S6). Time constraints were a key factor in non-completion (S1, S3, S4), and
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students also expressed that it was hard to stay motivated when they were the only factor
keeping themselves accountable (S1, S2, S3). As a potential solution to this motivation issue,
S4 mentioned that she would like a feature similar to a “fitness tracker” that shows her how
much she has accomplished toward her learning goals and that reminds her of what course
activities she could be doing to reach those goals.
XX Design Recommendation: Create an integrated calendar feature that helps students
budget time for MOOC assignments and lectures. Show students how much progress
they have made in the course with gamified elements such as experience bars to keep
them motivated and help them visualize their progress.
For students who dropped out of their MOOCs part-way through, it was hard for them to
determine if they had learned anything from their courses (S1, S4). Even among students who
did complete their MOOC, the low quality of peer feedback made it difficult for them to gain a
sense of their competency in the subject (S2). One student preferred the modular lessons on
Codecademy that featured end of section projects, because if she could successfully complete
the project, she knew that she had mastered the material (S2).
XX Design Recommendation: Implement more modular lessons in MOOCs that have end
of section projects or challenges where students can test their competency, rather than
the the current multiple choice quizzes.
Students want to understand learning outcomes
Students wanted to obtain some key “takeaway” skills from their MOOCs and wished that
MOOCs would clearly explain learning outcomes. Two participants remarked that introductory lectures could sustain their attention by explaining how the concepts are relevant in
“real life” (S3, S4). Otherwise, students have a number of other sources, online and offline,
to occupy their time. S3 indicated that even after getting past the introductory portion of
the course, it was easy to become distracted when watching MOOC videos because of other
things vying for her attention.
XX Design Recommendation: Clearly indicate learning outcomes to allow students to select
the best course to meet their learning goals. Add more interactive elements to prevent
students from drifting away from videos they are watching.
Discussion Boards
All but one of the students viewed the discussion boards. The only student who actually
posted on the MOOC forums was required to do so for a college class that was using the
MOOC as a flipped classroom experience; she only posted because it counted toward her
final grade (S6). The students generally found these forums limited in utility because of the
mass of low quality content and difficulty in identifying the few helpful posts within discussion threads (S2, S3, S4). One student indicated that it was difficult to find helpful posts as her
MOOC discussion forum prioritized displaying recently updated posts (S2). Several students
mentioned that they wanted a better organized discussion board structure to help them find
relevant content (S2, S3, S4).
XX Design Recommendation: Provide incentives for good posts and feature the best posts
to help students avoid mediocre content. Create better organized subforums and
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threading within posts. Help students check for duplicate posts before they create their
own posts.
Students were not interested in forming relationships with other MOOC classmates over
discussion board (S1, S3). Instead, they saw the discussion boards mostly as a place to ask
and answer questions about the class and the material. Students valued meeting in their own
small groups offline, compared to interacting over the discussion boards (S2, S3). One student
noted that she appreciated the fact that the instructor recorded a weekly response video
answering the top questions from the discussion board (S3).
XX Design Recommendation: Have either pre-recorded or live video sessions where the
course instructor addresses the top posts on the discussion board.
Peer Interaction
As mentioned in the section on course completion, small group interaction, either in-person
or online, appeared to play an important role in students completing a MOOC (S2, S3, S5).
MOOC study groups help keep students accountable in their course participation. These
groups provide opportunities for collaboration on assignments as well as for more in-depth
discussions about the lectures that can help students better understand the course material.
Students preferred engaging in small groups with people they already knew (S2, S3), though
some stated that they were amenable to meeting up with other MOOC students who lived
nearby (S4, S6). One student wondered why Coursera did not facilitate the creation of peer
groups and instead sent students to create their own in-person study groups on Meetup.com
(S6). Another student expressed interest in having a regular interactive sessions for the course
(S4).
XX Design Recommendation: Create a group feature and help match students with other
group members based on their location and learning goals. Allow students to either
find collocated group members for in-person meetups or online groups that meet via
video chat.
While some students were interested in more engagement in their MOOCs via additional
student interaction (S2, S3), others were not at all interested in interacting with their peers
(S1, S6). Students who were enrolled in MOOCs for the purpose of personal enrichment don’t
want to be forced to participate in these group activities.
XX Design Recommendation: Make groups an opt-in feature or an aspect of a track that
is intended for highly engaged students. Allow other students to choose their level of
engagement based on their learning goals.
Assignments
Students of all levels of engagement were happy with the in-video quizzes, which appeared
to be an effective way to tests students’ immediate understanding of lecture material (S1,
S3, S4, S6). However, peer assessed assignments left students feeling very dissatisfied with
unhelpful feedback (S2). Peer assessment requires motivated peer graders who need to be
trained in how to grade according to the assignment rubric. Also, students would like to see
what an exemplary assignment looks like for peer-assessed assignments (S2).
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XX Design Recommendation: Train students to grade their peers with example assignments. Provide a detailed rubric for grading and make sure that students understand
the expectations of peer grading before they move on to grading their peers.
It is hard to design one assignment per week that meets all students’ personal learning goals
because some students are looking for a more passive learning experience compared to a
typical college course (S1, S4, S6). Highly motivated students would like to receive feedback
from more qualified people like instructors because the feedback that they received from
their peers was not satisfactory (S2). However, this is impossible to implement on the scale of
most MOOCs.
XX Design Recommendation: Place motivated students into a peer review track where they
grade other members of this track to help these students receive higher quality feedback. Or, if the students are part of a small group, the group members could grade each
other.
Desired Features
Students want more interactivity
Students desired more interactive course content rather than simple lecture videos and
static multiple-choice quizzes. Students were especially interested in interactive quizzes that
gave the immediate feedback about their answer choice with a prompt explaining why each
answer is wrong or right; they also described a desire for lectures that walked them through a
scenario and outlined possible solutions (S3, S6).
XX Design Recommendation: Develop more interactive lecture modules that feature
guided learning exercises with explanations by the instructor. Provide remedial material
on the fly for students struggling with quiz concepts.
Two students mentioned that they liked MOOCs because they are visual learners but were
disappointed that these courses did not include more visual examples such as diagrams of
key concepts (S1, S3).
XX Design Recommendation: Create interactive diagrams, formulas, maps, timelines, or
galleries depending on the content of the course.
Students requested a note taking feature to help them pay attention during videos as well
as a way to annotate the course videos (S3, S4) or bookmarks within the videos to help them
identify relevant sections (S2). These features would make it easier for them to refer back to
specific materials when completing assignments or taking quizzes. According to S2, one of
the benefits of a MOOC versus a traditional class is that a MOOC allows you to go back and
review material at your own pace. Also, S3 would like to continue to have access to these
course materials even after she has completed the course.
XX Design Recommendation: Integrate personal note taking and annotation features into
the interface. Add descriptive bookmarks to lectures with key points so students can
refer back to the correct sections. Timestamped captions or transcripts of the videos
could also help students. Bookmarks and captions could be created through crowdsourcing efforts, with instructors only needing to approve the best materials. Make the
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materials downloadable so students can use them as a reference.
Multi-track MOOC
Students were enthusiastic about the concept of multi-track MOOCs (S1, S2, S3, S4) and
wanted tracks that were designed around different levels of engagement (S1, S2, S3). Students
taking MOOCs for personal enrichment were interested in a track that allowed them to be an
observer without pressuring them to participate in assignments or discussions (S1, S4). This
low-engagement track would be analogous to educational programs on public television
stations. Other students hoped for a track that would facilitate a higher level of engagement
with deeper discussions and also mini research projects (S2, S3). Students hoped that within
their track they would be able to create a tailored curriculum based on their interests (S2, S3).
XX Design Recommendation: Create different MOOC tracks and assign students to tracks
based on an initial course survey where they specify their goals and intended level of
engagement. Different tracks could target students looking for personal enrichment,
students looking to improve job skills, and students wishing to replicate a college
course experience. Provide more engaged students with opportunities for additional
peer interaction and more complex assignments. Allow students to reduce their level of
engagement within a course to keep them from dropping out entirely.

Instructor Findings
Goals and Motivation
Some instructors (I2, I4) had a personal interest in the topic for which they were teaching or
designing a course and saw MOOCs as an opportunity to reach more students than with a
traditional university class (I2, I3). I1 remarked that she was motivated by the positive impact
of open access education on society. Others instructors wanted to share the latest research
and best practices established by academics in an effort to balance how industries frame a
particular field where it is not clear exactly what subjects like “data science” entail (I2).
Course Feedback
Different student cohorts appreciate different course features
Different groups of students liked different aspects of the course; the most satisfied students
appreciated the intellectual rigor of the course, while moderately satisfied students appreciated more flashy or interactive elements (I1). edX offers instructors the ability to disaggregate
their survey data by cohorts of interest, such as by English fluency, gender, or responses to
Likert scale survey questions. Coursera does not offer this ability, and it is unknown if other
MOOC platforms have a similar level of granularity in their analytics.
XX Design Recommendation: Create an analytics dashboard that allows instructors to
explore different cohorts of students and their responses on course surveys.
Discussion boards are a bellwether of student satisfaction
All of the instructors mentioned the use of discussion boards as a bellwether of students’
difficulties with a course topic, lecture video, or assignment (I1, I2, I3, I4). Instructors rely on
TAs to identify the most pressing issues that arise from forum posts (13, I4). I3 and I4 noted
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that students appreciate having a weekly response video where professors answer the most
commonly asked questions that have emerged in the past week. These videos reach more
students than if the professor were to reply directly on the discussion board. Some students
appreciated having access to a course on a subject that they had always wanted to learn
about (I2, I3), and these students expressed more concerns about how much feedback they
received on assignments and about how well assignments lead to mastery of the subject (I3,
I4).
XX Design Recommendation: Instructors should film a weekly response video that
addresses the most pressing feedback that students bring up in the discussion forums
and over email from the past week.
Forum posts are especially helpful in identifying issues with grading, as well as if an assignment is too difficult or buggy (I2). Instructors primarily received feedback about assignments
that were problematic to complete. For instructors who implemented peer grading, they
received complaints about the quality of feedback received from peer graders. The instructors identified multiple problems with implementing auto-grading programs (I2), as well as
peer grading (I1, I3, I4), suggesting that it is worthwhile for MOOC instructors to keep experimenting with new grading and learning evaluation methods.
XX Design Recommendation: Offer a visual indication of what discussion board threads
instructors and TAs have responded to so that it is easier for students to identify pre-existing threads that have the most credible information when troubleshooting.
Challenges of integrating non-MOOC sites with course assignments
In one instance, an instructor noted that students were concerned about privacy when
he linked third party sites and programs to one of his assignments (I2). There is a higher
barrier for students to participate or go to external sources that an instructor recommends,
compared to students taking an in-person class.
Challenges and Desired Changes
Instructors and the MOOC interface
Instructors who have run their MOOC multiple times are continually integrating new technical
features such as interactive maps and 3D scans of real life artifacts to increase interactivity (I1).
Instructors are still trying to figure out how to scale peer assessments (I2, I4) as well as find
faster ways to run auto-graded programs that efficiently assess thousands of lines of students’
code (I2).
Two instructors criticized Coursera’s inflexible interface as stifling creativity in developing a
more organized information architecture for their courses (I3, I4). edX has greater flexibility,
which allows instructors to embed multiple videos and other course content within a weekly
course module page, compared to Coursera (I3). Instructors also wish to change what features
appear on the student view of the course UI.
XX Design Recommendation: Allow instructors to be able to move different on-page
elements on the MOOC homepage and course module pages so that it is easier for
them to highlight the most relevant pieces of content for students.
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It is difficult for instructors to quickly edit or modify existing assignments once they have
been uploaded (I2, I4), and it is also difficult to add additional multimedia content such as
images, sound files, non-lecture videos, and annotations to uploaded course files (I1, I3, I4).
Most instructors currently work around this issue by linking to files hosted on an external site
to avoid copyright violation (I1, I3).
XX Design Recommendation: Allow instructors to upload other multimedia files to MOOCs.
Potentially integrate cloud storage applications with the MOOC interface so that
instructors can more easily embed images and other videos hosted by a third party to
be viewable on the course page.
In addition to analytics information about student survey responses, instructors would also
like a better analytics dashboard that allows them to view interactions between students
and course content and assignments (I1, I2, I4). For example, instructors would be interested
in seeing how many students viewed a video and at what points in the video they stopped
watching (I1, I4).
XX Design Recommendation: Develop an analytics dashboard that allows instructors to
view data about student engagement with individual videos and assignments.
Another instructor wished she could prompt students who get questions wrong to view additional remedial content (I1).
XX Design Recommendation: Create a more adaptive content structure with popup
messages that appear next to incorrectly answered questions. These popup messages
could link back to specific points “bookmarked” on relevant course videos or to supplementary readings so students can clarify their understanding.
Accommodating an international student body
Three instructors have made the effort to aid students who struggle with English proficiency
by having peer graders who are fluent in the same language grade each other’s assignments
(I3, I4) or by adding additional captions and translations to course content (I1, I4). For humanities and communication courses, it can be challenging for instructors to accommodate
students from around the world with culturally appropriate assignment prompts as well as
have students be graded by peers with a similar level of linguistic fluency (I3).
XX Design Recommendation: Offer crowdsourced captions so that students fluent in
different languages can caption and annotate course lecture videos. Coursera initially
had a crowdsourced annotation feature for students that was removed due to quality
issues.
Lessons from MOOC veterans
Instructors who have run their courses more than once tend to ask for student feedback more
frequently, for example in weekly surveys, and are more likely to re-record certain lectures and
change assignments that gave students trouble (I1, I3, I4).
MOOCs require a fair amount of human resources, even if the TAs are volunteers, to run effectively. Instructors are still trying to figure how to best manage TAs, who are key resources for
monitoring forum posts. (I4)
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XX Design Recommendation: Integrate some project management features and tools such
as a shared calendar and task list so that it is easier for the instruction team to collaborate on tasks. Potentially have the MOOC interface integrate with Google Drive, Basecamp, Asana and other project management tools.
Instructors wish they could have multiple course tracks or give students more options to
complete assignments or participate in the course depending on students’ personal learning
goals (I3, I4).
XX Design Recommendation: Create multi-track MOOCs where students can opt-in (with
the ability to later change) what modules, quizzes, and assignments are offered to them.
Instructors are beginning to realize that the production values of their lecture videos are
important, as the videos are not captioned and students rarely have access to the lecturer’s
notes or slides (I2, I3). Instructors would appreciate having someone else take care of editing
and uploading videos. I4 expressed interest in receiving additional feedback or assistance
from university or MOOC platform staff who have expertise in instructional design about how
to adapt traditional classroom content for a MOOC.
XX Design Recommendation: Allow instructors to upload a batch of videos in a sequence
at a time, instead of only one at a time. Potentially integrate basic video editing and
post-production tools into the video upload interface, and help instructors troubleshoot technical issues such as moments in the video where the audio is suddenly much
louder or much quieter than the rest of the lecture audio.
Another instructor cautioned about letting industry experts participate in co-presenting
modules or designing assignments featuring real world scenarios, as his corporate partners,
who did not provide any additional resources, were overwhelmed by how much feedback
they received from students and other logistical challenges related to the large scale of
MOOCs (I2).
Desired Features
Desired student audience
Nearly every instructor mentioned that they wished that there were more students who didn’t
already have a degree or professional background in the subject that they were teaching (I1,
I2, I4). Instructors hoped that an underserved population would stick with the course, as one
of the goals of MOOCs is to help these populations gain access to education.
One instructor (I1) mentioned that she really wanted to create cohorts of students with similar
learning goals, which could work with the small groups that students liked.
XX Design Recommendation: Have students fill out a survey to help them find study
groups with peers who live nearby and have similar learning goals.
Instructor-side features
Several instructors commented that they wanted to host virtual office hours and live events
for students who were close to their campus so that they could interact with the most
engaged students and solicit more direct feedback (I1, I3, I4). This supports our finding from
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students’ interviews about how they appreciate the personal touch of instructors responding
to student feedback through weekly response videos.
XX Design Recommendation: Integrate video chat features (Skype, Google Hangout) so
that instructors and TAs can host virtual office hours on the course page with interested
students.
Three instructors requested superior site analytics to better understand student engagement with the material, both on the individual and macro level (I1, I2, I4). I1 was interested in
seeing a dashboard that provided a more holistic view of how student are engaging with the
content, so that she could help provide supplemental material for those who are struggling.
Two instructors sought better forum organization, more embedded comment structures
within forum posts, and the ability for instructors to modify the course page UI (I3, I4).
Both peer grading and automatic grading require iteration to implement well and take time
to “debug” (I2, I4). For peer assessment, instructors would like more data about how individual
student graders evaluate others to help identify which graders are not not following the
rubric. Some MOOC platforms have difficulty supporting peer assessment (I3, I4), as well as
effectively implementing automatic assessment programs (I2).
XX Design Recommendation: Allow instructors to view what grades and comments peer
graders assign to other students.
Each course requires different criteria to refine appropriate grading protocols. It could be
helpful for instructors to hear from other MOOC educators about how they have addressed
issues around grading and learning assessment.
XX Design Recommendation: Have instructor-only forums where MOOC instructors can
talk to each other about their experiences implementing different grading protocols
and other course features on their MOOC platform.
One instructor commented on the potential to gamify performance for specific types of
assignments using leaderboards so that motivated students are encouraged to more deeply
master the material and not just do what is necessary to get a decent grade (I2). This aligns
with some of our student participants’ desire to see gamified elements implemented in
MOOCs. We would want to allow students opt in or out of this feature based on their desired
participation level to not alienate casual learners who view MOOCs as an educational lecture
series.
XX Design Recommendation: Prototype a student performance leaderboard for “high
mastery” track MOOC students.
Evaluating Student Learning
Instructors cited a variety of desired learning outcomes for students: engaging in personal
enrichment (I1, I3, I4), broadening intellectual and critical thinking abilities (I1, I4), and
learning how to apply concepts to real world problems (I2, I4). Three instructors commented
that they wanted students to define their own learning outcomes so that they could acquire
the knowledge from the course that they wished to gain, as well as a fundamental underPage 35
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standing of the subject (I1, I3, I4). Ideally a MOOC would help support different learning styles
(I1).
XX Design Recommendation: Create multi-track MOOCs that ask students to clarify their
learning goals so that they can participate in a course that best suits their learning style.
Instructors hoped to give students enough of a baseline familiarity with the subject so that
they would know where to find more resources and be encouraged to learn more and potentially apply whatever skills they learned (I1, I3).
Design Recommendation: Provide a wiki or additional resources page that is available even
after the course session has ended where students can access other readings, websites, and
videos to keep learning about the course subject.
Notably, one instructor questioned the need for MOOCs to be graded in the way that traditional classroom assignments are, comparing MOOC videos to educational public access TV
shows on a much broader scale (I2).

Appendix
Interview questions
For students:
1. What motivated you to take the MOOC(s) that you enrolled in?
2. Why did you decide to take a MOOC instead of taking a regular class, reading a book, or
watching an educational video not on a MOOC platform?
3. What goals do you have for yourself when you’re taking a MOOC?
4. How much did you take away from the MOOCs you’ve enrolled in?
5. What challenges did you encounter that made it difficult for you to complete or stay
engaged with your MOOC?
6. If we could change one thing about MOOCs what would it be?
7. How do you learn best? How could a MOOC help you learn the material better?
8. What did you think of the structure of your MOOC?
9. How were you evaluated in your MOOC?
10. What did you think of the quizzes and assignments you were asked to complete?
11. How would you prefer to be evaluated when participating in a MOOC?
12. How would you feel about MOOCs offering different tracks with different “completion”
criteria?
13. What kinds of course tracks do you wish were available for the MOOC(s) you’ve taken?
14. What did you think of the discussion board for your MOOC? How useful did you find the
posts?
15. Do you have any other comments about MOOCs that we have not covered?
For MOOC instructors/developers:
1. What MOOC have you created/worked on?
2. What motivated you to teach/design your MOOC?
3. If you were to run your MOOC again, would you do anything differently?
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4.

What would your ideal MOOC look like in terms of course features, type of students
enrolled/participating, etc.?
5. Ideally, how would you like to evaluate student learning in your MOOC? Do you wish
you had any additional resources to use when evaluating student performance?
6. What do you expect in terms of learning outcomes and participation from students in
your MOOC?
7. What kind of feedback have students, or other instructors, provided about your MOOC?
8. How have you responded to student feedback about your MOOC?
9. Have you encountered any barriers or challenges when attempting to implement your
MOOC the way you envisioned it?
10. Have you encountered any technical limitations in designing or running your MOOC?
11. Do you wish that you could have any additional resources to use for creating your
MOOC?
12. Do you have any other comments about MOOCs that we have not covered?
Appendix C: Individual Interface Sketches
Julie’s Skecthes
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Andrea’s Sketches
Course Track Selection Screen
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Discussion Forum
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Groups Page
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Quiz
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Course Dashboard
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D. Combined Interface Sketches
Track Selection

Group Selection
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Groups Page

Course Dashboard
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Gamification

Quiz
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Video Lecture

Subforum Page
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E. Wireframes

Course X

Select Your Course Track
Welcome to Course X!
In order to help you get exactly what you want out of this course, please select your course track below.

Track 1

Track 2

Track 3

Get a taste of this course!

Explore more of this course!

Get the full course experience!

Time Commitment:

3-6 hrs/week

Time Commitment:

5-9 hrs/week

Content:
- Lecture Videos:
- Quizzes:
- Course Readings:

1-2 hrs
1-2 hrs
1-2 hrs

Content:
- Lecture Videos:
- Quizzes:
- Course Readings:
- Assignments:

1-2 hrs
1-2 hrs
1-2 hrs
2-3 hrs

Time Commitment:
Content:
- Lecture Videos:

1-2 hrs/week
1-2 hrs

Join This Track

Join This Track

Join This Track
This is your current track

Course X

Join a Course Group
What are groups?
If you choose to join a group, you will be placed on a team of up to five other students to answer discussion questions and work together
on projects and assignments. You can either join a group with your friends or be placed into a group based on your preferences.
We have found that students who join course groups are 75% more likely to complete the course.
Additional time commitment: 2-3 hours per week.
Do you want to join a group?

Yes

No

Do you know the usernames of the students you would like to be in a group with?

Yes

No

Yes: Enter their usernames below

No: Fill in your group preferences

1.

Meeting Preference:
Online
In Person
Location:

2.

Select your location

3.

Availability:

4.

8:00 am
11:00 am
11:00 am
2:00 pm
2:00 pm
5:00pm
5:00 pm
8:00 pm
8:00 pm
11:00 pm

Mon

5.

Continue

Tues

Wed

Thur

Fri

Sat

Sun

Continue
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Course X

Course Home

Course Home
Syllabus
F.A.Q.
Forums
Groups
Resources
Week 1
Week 2
Week 3
Week 4
Week 5
Week 6
Week 7
Week 8
Week 9
Week 10

This week’s message from Professor Z

Course bulletin
Important update regarding quiz 3
Another update
Another update
Another update
Another update
Another update
Another update

Group Challenge

Schedule
Week 1: Date - Date
Week 2: Date - Date




Week 3: Date - Date
Watch Lecture Videos
Complete Quiz 3
Complete Assignment 3
Complete Peer Review 2

Due: X/X/XX
Due: X/X/XX
Due: X/X/XX
Due: X/X/XX

Week 4: Date - Date 
Week 5: Date - Date 

Report a Bug

Check your group’s status is the
adventure challenge 

Week 6: Date - Date 
Week 7: Date - Date 
Week 8: Date - Date 
Week 9: Date - Date 
Week 10: Date - Date 

Course X
Course Home
Syllabus
F.A.Q.
Forums
Groups
Resources
Week 1
Week 2
Week 3
Week 4
Week 5
Week 6
Week 7
Week 8
Week 9
Week 10
Report a Bug

Your Group
Group Board

Launch group chat
Group Members
Your Username
Username 1
Username 2
Username 3
Username 4
Username 5

This Week’s Meetings
Mon Tues Wed Thur

Fri

Sat

Sun

8:00 am
10:00 am
12:00 pm
2:00 pm
4:00 pm
6:00 pm
8:00 pm
10:00 pm
Schedule Meeting
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Topic Name
Posted by Username

Date: X/X/XX
Time: XX:XX

Topic Name
Posted by Username

Date: X/X/XX
Time: XX:XX

Topic Name
Posted by Username

Date: X/X/XX
Time: XX:XX

Topic Name
Posted by Username

Date: X/X/XX
Time: XX:XX

Topic Name
Posted by Username

Date: X/X/XX
Time: XX:XX

Topic Name
Posted by Username

Date: X/X/XX
Time: XX:XX

Topic Name
Posted by Username

Date: X/X/XX
Time: XX:XX

Topic Name
Posted by Username

Date: X/X/XX
Time: XX:XX

Topic Name
Posted by Username

Date: X/X/XX
Time: XX:XX

Topic Name
Posted by Username

Date: X/X/XX
Time: XX:XX

New Post
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Course X

Week 3 Quiz

Course Home
Syllabus
F.A.Q.
Forums
Groups
Resources
Week 1
Week 2
Week 3
- Lecture
- Quiz
- Assignment
- Readings
Week 4
Week 5
Week 6
Week 7
Week 8
Week 9
Week 10

Question 1:
Imagine you’re designing the world’s first
voice-guided navigation system for a car GPS. You
want to find out if drivers can understand and
respond to your voice directions while driving a car.
Which prototype would you build for this purpose?
Create a video of a person driving on a route, and
then add your instructions as voiceover. Show participants this video, and pause the video after each
instruction, and ask what participants would do.
A paper prototype of the GPS display with multiple
“screens” that each shows the map at a different
part of a route. The participant evaluates the prototype in a lab. For each screen, the experimenter
speaks out the turn directions, and asks the participant what she would do (e.g. “I’d take the next
exit”).
Create a fully functional system (with a database of
routes, directions and voice-clips etc.) on a laptop,
and put the laptop in the car. The participant drives
the car along the route, and hears the turn directions from the laptop.
Have pre-determined turn-by-turn directions for a
particular route written on a notepad. The experimenter reads out the right directions while the participant drives on the route.

Question 1:
Answer incorrect! Try again.
Hint:
Rewatch Lecture Video 3.1 on Paper Prototyping.
Reread Klemmer et al. (2012) in this week’s readings folder.
Ask for help on the forums.
Question 1:
Answer correct!
Explanation:
This prototype recreates the most important conditions
(remember we’re trying to test “if drivers can understand
and respond to your voice directions while driving”), with
the lowest cost. In that sense it is the best of the 4 options.
You have completed this quiz with a score of 4/10. You can
retake this quiz 2 more times.
Based on your grade, we recommend that you:
Rewatch lecture videos 3.1 and 3.3 as you got the most
questions wrong there.
Ask for help on the forums.
Watch this supplmenetal, in-depth video.

Report a Bug

Course X

Check Your Progress

Course Home
Syllabus
F.A.Q.
Forums
Groups
Resources
Week 1
Week 2
Week 3
- Lecture
- Quiz
- Assignment
- Readings
Week 4
Week 5
Week 6
Week 7
Week 8
Week 9
Week 10

Course X Group Leaderboard

See how your group’s progress compares to your classmates’ groups!
1. Group 1 - 262 points
2. Group 2 - 258 points
3. Group 3 - 252 points
4. Group 4 - 248 points
5. Your Group - 240 points

Breakdown of Group Progress
25% of your points
are from your group members
watching
lecture videos

15% of
your points
are from
your group
assignment
grades
15% of your points
are from individual
assignment grades

Your Recent Activity

See how you’ve contributed to your group’s progress!
5 pts Posted on a thread in the Week 3 forum.
3 pts

Received 6 upvotes on your post in the
Week 2 forum.

8 pts

Received a 8/10 on the Week 3 quiz.

10 pts

Watched all the Week 3 lecture videos.

Visualize Your Progress

10% of your points are from
upvotes on your group’s forum posts

Your group has reached level 2! You have
unlocked new upgrades representing
your group’s learning headquarters.
You are 120 points away from unlocking
new upgrades!

20% of your points are from your
group members’ quiz grades

15% of your points are from
your group members’ forum
posts

Report a Bug
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Course X
Course Home
Syllabus
F.A.Q.
Forums
Groups
Resources
Week 1
Week 2
Week 3
- Lecture
- Quiz
- Assignment
- Readings
Week 4
Week 5
Week 6
Week 7
Week 8
Week 9
Week 10
Report a Bug

Discussion Forums
Track 3

Week 2

Quizzes

Filter posts by:
Most upvotes
Most responses from instructor/TAs
Most responses
Most views
Newest

Filtered by responses from instructor/TAs

staff response

staff response

Topic 1
Posted by USERNAME Last post By USERNAME

X upvotes
X posts
X views

Topic 2
Posted by USERNAME Last post By USERNAME

X upvotes
X posts
X views

Topic 3
Posted by USERNAME Last post By USERNAME

X upvotes
X posts
X views

Topic 4
Posted by USERNAME Last post By USERNAME

X upvotes
X posts
X views

Topic 5
Posted by USERNAME Last post By USERNAME

X upvotes
X posts
X views

top poster response

top poster response

Course X

Week 3 Lecture Video

Course Home
Syllabus
F.A.Q.
Forums
Groups
Resources
Week 1
Week 2
Week 3
- Lecture
- Quiz
- Assignment
- Readings
Week 4
Week 5
Week 6
Week 7
Week 8
Week 9
Week 10

Week 3 Lectures
Lecture 3.1: Paper Prototypes and Mockups (12:47)

Report a Bug

Lecture 3.2: Faking it - Wizard of Oz Prototyping (14:30)
Lecture 3.3: Faking it - Video Prototyping (11:48)
Lecture 3.4: Creating and Comparing Alternative Prototypes (8:55)

Lecture 3.1: Paper Prototypes and Mockups

View All of Your Lecture Annotations
1:23

4:27
7:41
11:03

Add Annotation
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